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Kingdom of swadia based on

B: Kingdom of Swadia, Warband Pelagic edit to share the Kingdom of Swadia is ruled by King Harlaus, and the contender is Lady Isolla of Suno. Their national animal is the lion, which is depicted on the symbol and flag of our king, Harlaus. Unlike the original Mount &amp; Blade, Swaddy Lords in Mountain and Blade: Warband are called
spheres. As a starting point, the Kingdom of Swadia is profitable because it is close to all other factions. This means that you can easily venture into any other nation and buy goods, then go back and sell them in any Swedish city. Savoy lands are relatively safe for trafficking routes, with the most common bandits being weak forest bandits
and occasional mountain bandits by the river on the border with the Kingdom of Rhodes. The drawbacks of starting at Swadia is that it has no goods at its own special price. Rulers [Editing | Editing Source] King Harlaus Initial Ruler Lady Isolla of Suno sues Vassals[Editing | Edit Source] Tactics [Editing | Editing Source] Also see Kingdom
of Tactics Swadia. The strengths [editing | editing source] excellent shock and heavy cavalry. Heavy, reliable infantry. Strong defensively and offensively. Weaknesses[Source Editing | Very Limited Infantry vs. Cavalry. Dear Soldiers. Swadia Kingdom resembles the Kingdom of Vagir, Simulated in the Kingdom of Vagir, the two factions are
present in almost identical troop advances. Swadian armies are generally more expensive to support than those of Vaegirs, and are generally not as strong in numbers. At the start of the indigenous campaign, the Kingdom of Swadia is the most powerful faction in the game, though its central starting position means it is usually associated
with wars on many fronts. Swedian scuffle soldiers prefer to wield swords, heavy graves, and words. Swadians also use rainbows instead of archers, yet it seems the arch is a Swadian weapon common among its forest bandits, arena fighters and hunters. The Swedean Knights are the strongest cavalry units in the game, rivaled only by
Sarranid Mamlukes. Swede soldiers rely primarily on the power of their knights to rule through all enemy formations. Saudia also has a decent infantry, but not as good as a Nordic infantry. The Swadian infantry resembles the mixture between Vagir and the Ruddock infantry. Swadia can also train rainbow people, though their bows are in
first place by those trained by the Rhodoks. Battalion tree [source editing] Wood of The Vedic Soldiers. Note: The militia upgrade is equivalent to Swedian incidents or Swedish fired, and Swadian Footmen are upgrading men to Swedian arms or Swidian infantry. Territories [Editing | Editing Source] The territory of the Kingdom of Swadia
contains the following towns, castles and villages: Please note that during the game, other kingdoms may And take over these lands, and the kingdom of Swadia may earn more. However, these places are the only ones from which you can recruit Swadians. Swedian villages have Swadian recruits, as well as mercenaries in taverns. Trivia
[Editing | Editing Source] Swadia is the oldest faction in the game, as it has rotated since version 0.202. The Swadia pelagic realm of Warband community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. In: Kingdom of Vaegir, Factions of Warband Edit share Prince Valdym bastard Kingdom Vaegirs is a faction controlled by
King Yaroglek in the Mount & Spa series Blade. Vaegirs hold the best leg archers in the game, and they also have some layers of pretty good clay and heavy cavalry. Vagir soldiers prefer to use weapons with both hands for offensive advantage against their enemies, and live within the mountainous and snowy borders of the northeast
map. The defendant to the throne is prince Vladi the bastard. Their national animal is the snow leopard, which is depicted on the symbol and flag of our king, Yaroglek. Mr. Huigir in Werband are called boyars, a title for a lord in several Slavic languages. Rulers [Editing | Source Editing] King Yaroglek Initial Ruler Prince Valdym bastard
sues Vassals[Editing | edit source] tactics [Edit | edit source] also see Kingdom vaegirs tactics. Strengths [editing | editing source] Excellent archers and light infantry. Good horsemen with high maneuverability. Strong offensive capabilities with two-hand weapons. Cheap soldiers. Weaknesses [editing source editing] poor defensive
capabilities due to the use of weapons with two hands, instead of weapons in one hand with shields, by top-tier hir and sails. Vulnerable to cavalry (extra-heavy cavalry). The Kingdom of Vagir and the Kingdom of Sawadia have very similar soldier trees, although armies and hoarders are cheaper, in general, to enlist and maintain, and are
many more as a result. They are also more horse-based, with their layer 3 scuffle band sometimes formed with horse and fighting like cavalry. According to Laszlit, the Vagir people do not favor discipline or an organized command hierarchy, resulting in diverse but weak forces. However, And I'll hoard snipers are by far the best archers in
the whole game. Although not as strong in a scuffle fight and there is less health than Rhodok Sniper, they are the most accurate to boast the fastest shooting rate of all the long-range units in the game. Provided an excellent view and numerical advantage, it is more than possible for Vaegir snipers to destroy enemy infantry with relentless
volleys. It is also important to note that due to the rapid shooting rate of snipers, they tend to run out of arrows relatively quickly during combat. Therefore, it is recommended that they be ordered to hold The enemy comes within reasonable range. Although this tactic is very effective, it can also lead to victims of nobility if the timing is poor.
The factions surrounding the Wagir are the Kingdom of Nordics, the Kingdom of Swadia and Krgit Khant. The capital of the Kingdom of Vagar is Reybadin. The Kingdom of Vaegirs contains the following towns, castles, and villages: note that, during the game, other kingdoms may siege and take over these lands, and the Kingdom of
Vaegirs may obtain more or less land. However, these places are the only places from which vaegir soldiers can be recruited (without the use of a tweak, script, or mod that allows the recruitment of current faction soldiers). Trivia [Editing | Editing Source] Vaegirs are the second oldest faction after Swadia. This faction has been in the
game since version 0.202. Although the titles of their Lords are Slavic, some of their clothes and equipment affect the Caucasus and some western Turkish people. Aalan notes that Vaegirs have at least some of their people living in khanate khergit across the mountains, and Baheshtur tells the player that vaegirs have controlled the
current Khergit lands before. The Kingdom of Vagir factions of warband community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. The Kingdom of Swadia locked wire options shorun March 19, 2013 anchored surrounded swadians, and this led to their tradition of fighting for horses to remain important. Their infantry not so
strong, the pride of the cavalry saved them every time. They have access to lancers, cavalry trained to pounce and hunt other cavalry, with a lance and a sword. They also have the Dragons, these people aren't really cavalry in the sense that they use a clay rifle, and have to come down to shoot. The Dragon was created as an adaptation
to the use of gunpowder and they completely replaced the knights on the battlefield. However, they can still use their sword to fight the off-season and their pride in their cuffs has led them to be very good swordsmans indeed. So, let us know what you think! Edited by: shorun Nurdbot Mar 27 2013 anchor name change offers for
Swadians: Holy Swadians Empire. Swadia's second empire. The great Samodic hegemony. Shorun Mar 27 2013 Anchor equals are not an empire, and they are not saints. If only we could change the Swedian part, then it would make sense, but I like the idea, a Roman empire as sacred as a faction that claims to be rulers of all. Hughie
Apr 10 2013 Ok anchor, I'll just leave the faction name suggestions here: The Vedic Empire (given that the 'First Caerdian Empire' is known to be based in Ferven. - British Empire/UK Ruddock Republic (as we saw with their king in They became a bit of a republic) - France. Kingdom of Serge (Nord is a very medieval term) -
Denmark/Sweden cannot think of any changes for the Khergits of Sarranids. Shorun April 10, 2013 Anchor makes sense... You know what, I'll start a new topic for these suggestions, I hope you don't copy/paste your offer to jump-start it. Sheil June 13 2013 anchor since Swadian traditions would fight for horseback riders to change
weapons so that they can be shot and horsebacked and then they cut their enemies with their swords. The Swedean infantry included the poor social classes and the masses recruited were given firearms. Thanks to their powerful gods they marched to the enemy under heavy fire until they saw the bricks in the eyes of the enemies and
then they gave the first order to fire a volley, the second line rushing over the first line and firing the next volley. After shooting the second barrage, they accuse the enemy, with handlelets, handlelets and/or swords if they can afford one. Why not model the cavalry after Swedish dragons or Carolan cavalry as they're called in English. To
achieve that thy discipline, the military had very strict rules. Even a soldier's private life was strained by very strict rules, as they were supervised in their soldiers' cabin [quotes] as well as on the ground. Religion served as a tool for maintaining high morale among soldiers. [Editing] External links not only within the military religion were
used for military purposes, but also ordinary priests preached about the virtues of serving the crown and being a soldier in order for young people to enlist in the army. Within the military, priests often took part in battles to raise morale among soldiers. In order for soldiers from different regions and provinces of the kingdom to feel
friendship and loyalty with other soldiers, soldiers from that region or province were made to stay with each other. The church also helped create a sense of solidarity between soldiers from different parts of the kingdom by showing that the soldiers fought for the same beliefs of the Swedish Catholic Church when faced with an enemy
army. It was also a reminder of the soldiers God protects and assisted in battle, as has been said since Sedidya fought in the Thirty Years' War as the continental leader of Protestantism. After the Battle of Narva, many soldiers believed that God had sent them the blizzard that helped them win. It is generally thought that defeat in Poletaba
was God's punishment for the soldiers' hybrids and sins. [Editing] External links Sweden was instead of the countryside resuming 17-18 with small towns away from Bina, but still Sweden struck fear in Europe's largest empires. So the Swedish army often meets much larger armies. The tactics of crolina battle can be summed up by the
phrase: no bullet harms a person It meant there was no point in standing, kneeling or hiding. If a bullet hit the flesh, it was an act of God. So the infantry marches up to the whey point and can see the white in the eyes of the enemies at about 30m and then gives the order to shoot, so they swoop in with handle handles and permanent
handle handles. The cavalry was basically dragons but used additional development tactics then the European dragons. They rode knee-to-knee in a wedge formation shooting their carbines or my favorite two roughly 30m pistols in front of the enemy and then they took out an empty weapon to cut off the fugitive enemy. I've always
looked at the Swedes as feudal swedes. Sass, I don't know what that means.
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